THREE POLE THREE PHASE AC MANUAL CONTROLLER

7803MD | Pass & Seymour

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Three Pole, Three Phase AC Manual Motor Controller, suitable as Motor Disconnect - 10KA @ 600VAC, 30A max. Class J Fuse.

RoHS

- High Horsepower rating of 20HP
- Gull-wing shaped brass terminal pressure clamps
- Constructed of glass-reinforced thermoplastic
- UL508 and cULus Listing of individual device and assembled device within enclosure
- Heavy-duty zinc-plated steel strap, two brass rivets secure strap to housing
- External screw-pressure-plate back and side wire terminal screws unstaked for use with ring terminals
- For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.
- For compatible wall plate options, from our TradeMaster unbreakable plates to our radiant screwless plates to our metal wall plates, click here.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Number Of Poles: 3

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
CSA Listing Info: C22.23 14
CSA Standard: Yes
UL Listing No: 508
UL Standard: Yes
UN SPSC: 39121507

DIMENSIONS
THREE POLE THREE PHASE AC MANUAL CONTROLLER
7803MD | Pass & Seymour
Three Pole, Three Phase AC Manual Motor Controller, suitable as Motor Disconnect – 10KA @ 600VAC, 30A max.
Class J Fuse.

High Horsepower rating of 20HP
Gull-wing shaped brass terminal pressure clamps
Constructed of glass-reinforced thermoplastic
UL508 and cULus Listing of individual device and assembled device within enclosure
Heavy-duty zinc-plated steel strap, two brass rivets secure strap to housing
External screw-pressure plate back and side wire terminal screws unstaked for use with ring terminals
For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.
For compatible wall plate options, from our TradeMaster unbreakable plates to our radiant screwless plates to our metal wall plates, click here.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 30A
Volts: 600VAC

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant

Depth (US): 1.753"  
Height (US): 2.375"  
Width (US): 1.825"

Dimensions
Depth (US): 1.753"  
Height (US): 2.375"  
Width (US): 1.825"